A temperature sensitive mutant of the human p53, Val138, arrests rat cell growth without induced expression of cip1/waf1/sdi1 after temperature shift-down.
To investigate functions of wild type p53 in human cells, we introduced a (Ala-->Val) mutation at the 138th codon of the human p53 (Val138), which corresponds to the Val135 mutation of the temperature sensitive mouse p53. The human Val138 mutant showed temperature-sensitive transformation of rat embryo fibroblasts (REFs) in collaboration assay with activated ras, and arrested cell proliferation of transformed clones in G1 at 32.5 degrees C. Transient CAT assay for transcriptional activation in human Saos2 cells revealed activity equivalent to that of wild type at 32.5 degrees C but undetectable at 37.5 degrees C. These results suggest that the human Val138 mutant also exhibited the wild type phenotype at the permissive temperature as is for the mouse Val135 mutant, although we observed differences between the two mutants such as in transactivational activities in CV-1 and HeLa cells. Further, the role of cip1/waf1/sdi1 in the cell growth arrest of the Val138/ras-transformed REFs and Val138-introduced Saos2 cells was studied by northern hybridization analysis. Although rapid induction of cip1/waf1/sdi1 mRNA was observed in the Saos2 cells, no detectable induction of mRNAs for cip1/waf1/sdi1 and gadd45 was observed in the transformed REFs upon temperature shift-down, while mdm2 mRNA was enhanced, suggesting that the p53 gene could arrest cell growth by a mechanism other than that with induced expression of the gene for p21 cdk-cycline inhibitor.